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LTfS Open Boundaries

Executive Summary

The Learning and Teaching for Sustainability Fellowship saw the planning of two new
furniture design projects to be implemented into Design Studies 3 for RMIT’s Associate
Degree in Design (Furniture) (from here on: AD Design (Furniture) for 2016 onwards.
Key client and industry stakeholders were approached and project ideas shared, evaluated
and finalised.
The outcome formed ‘Open Boundaries’ which Opens up for target market group consisting
of clients that normally are not considered profitable or viable by the industry despite the
equal ‘human need’ for furniture items.
The students will have to break the Boundaries of rational design / business thinking to
create design solutions that take into account the political, social, historical and philosophical
underpinnings of the furniture design discipline in a sustainable context.
‘Open Boundaries’ projects can therefore be described as a framework that forms a
sustainable social and responsible design brief.
The student’s choice of project consists of:
1. Sustainable furniture solutions for Indigenous communities / organisation.




The key stakeholder here is Centrelink’s liaison: Ngaigu-Mulu
Aboriginal Corporation (NMAC).
NMAC is an Aboriginal owned and Aboriginal managed
organisation focused on Indigenous training and employment
through local indigenous knowledge and cross-cultural training
programs.
The target market clients and manufactures of RMIT items
designed are the NMAC course attendants.

2. Sustainable furniture solutions for homeless and ‘newly settled’ in Melbourne





The key stakeholder here is the Salvation Army’s Crisis Centre in
St. Kilda.
The target market clients are young people & couples aged 16 to
25 years and families up to the age of 25 years (this group makes
up around 20% of homeless people).
Location is the newly established ‘Collingwood’s Magpie Nest
Housing Project’.
Manufacture of RMIT items designed is Creative Opportunities (an
Australian disability manufacturing enterprise within the Salvation
Army).

Student learning outcomes will be recorded, during the project, as a YouTube on-line
promotional tool for RMIT's Office of Dean Learning & Teaching, Ngarara Willim Centre and
Associate Degree in Design (Furniture) as well as all stakeholders and clients involved.
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Approach and methodology of ‘Open Boundaries’

The aim of Open Boundaries through LTfS Fellowship is to enhance the learnings’ of
students sustainability design experience and to put RMIT’s AD Design (Furniture) students
on the forefront of our rapidly changing furniture industry. The proposed LTfS projects should
also sit within Design Studies 3, GRAP 2383, Course Guide and where the final outcome
should reflect:





Sustainable furniture design.
Student’s critical analysis of environmental and social issues connected to
furniture.
Innovative approaches that are critical and responsible and can effect change
through sustainable design patterns for furniture.

Three student projects were projected:
1. Homelessness in Melbourne (local)
2. Remote indigenous communities (interstate)
3. Collaborative study topic between RMIT and Kunst Skolen Kolding / Denmark
(international)
It did, however, quickly become clear that the planning process of a collaborative project
between RMIT and Kunst Skolen Kolding, Denmark, needed a much longer time frame to be
achieved (than what was available) as the academic calendars did not match.
The project was put on hold in August ’15 but is still ‘open’ and communication is still flowing.
Further research is also needed in regards to the Endeavour Mobility Grants for a potential
face-to-face learning situation between student cohorts.
Research and project planning was therefore focused on the student‘s choices of:
1. ‘Sustainable furniture solutions for homeless and ‘newly settled’ in Melbourne’
2. ‘Sustainable furniture solutions for Indigenous communities / organisation.
As research is a fluid process and several options were open for each of the two projects an
overview calendar was set up to keep track on contacted people of interest, meetings held
and thoughts/conclusions drawn. See attached: ‘Open Boundaries Overview’.
Two design briefs were created as well as Assessment rubrics ready for hand-out 15 Feb.
2016. See attached briefs: ‘Open Boundaries SACC’ and ‘Open Boundaries NMAC’.
Both projects are divided into three stages:




Research: Social and environmental past/current/future issues of client situation and
needs.
Design concept: Furniture designs according to research incl. sustainable materials +
manufacturing together with estimates of costs.
Prototyping: Creating and documenting 1:1 models capable of being manufactured
by set staff within a set timeframe.
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‘Sustainable furniture solutions for homeless and ‘newly settled’ in
Melbourne’

This project will see students research a component centred around young people with
children who are linked into a homelessness support service and wish to establish and/or
maintain private rental as a long term housing option – hence furniture needed.
The suitable clients of the Salvation Army’s Crisis Centre in St. Kilda will become the
student’s target market, the newly established ‘Collingwood’s Magpie Nest Housing Project’
the location and manufacture of items designed will be Creative Opportunities (an Australian
disability manufacturing enterprise within the Salvation Army).
To enhance the student learning three key guest speakers will be explaining their
view/expertise within their related field (this session will be recorded for future ‘Open
Boundaries’ usage):
1. Associate Professor Chris Chamberlain, Director of Centre for Applied Social
Research, RMIT University – author of: Homelessness in Melbourne, Confronting
the Challenge
2. Rob Ellis, Manager of Youth & Family Services and The Salvation Army Crisis
Services, St. Kilda
3. Alex Straubinger, Manager of Creative Opportunities, Salvation Army, Brunswick

All project facets are linked in with sustainability from the clients interaction/ownership sense
of the product (assembly instructions), the materials and manufacturing methods/guidelines
to the employment of staff at manufacturing facilities. See attached Open Boundaries SACC
brief for details.
As the project draws to a close in June ’16 the aim is for the AD students to hand over and
work alongside students at RMIT’s Vocational Business Education with the aim of entering
The Big Issue’s ‘Big Idea’ (a national university social enterprise planning competition).

Emergency housing interior / exterior of SACC, St. Kilda
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‘Sustainable furniture solutions for Indigenous communities /
organisation.

This project’s clients have been selected from a large pool of very commendable groups.
See ‘Open Boundaries Overview’.
The students will be researching political, social, historical and philosophical facts and issues
of the indigenous community in Katherine, N.T. to establish sustainable and viable outcomes
of seating objects.
The target market is indigenous people attending Centrelink’s liaison: Ngaigu-Mulu
Aboriginal Corporation (NMAC) courses. NMAC is an Aboriginal owned and Aboriginal
managed organisation focused on Indigenous training and employment through local
indigenous knowledge and cross-cultural training programs.
The aim for RMIT students will be to design environmentally/sustainably viable seating items
needed - which can be manufactured by the ‘owner’ him/herself. For an added feeling of
ownership and thereby product longevity, the students have to include space for maker’s
own artwork as part of the object aesthetic.
As the makers themselves have very low numeracy skills the students similarly have to
design suitable (according to research) instructional directions as well as limiting the
manufacturing process to the length of the NMAC training session aimed at. See brief for
details.
This project is designed to be sustainable for some three+ years where RMIT AD students
each year furthermore learn to evaluate the sustainability of good design through analysing
the previous year’s results. The complete aim would be for the NMAC participants to gain
enough knowledge and knowhow to produce their own ecologically sound items for gallery
retail sales. This should achieve independence through income.
The implementation of AD students project-outcome commences at NMAC’s workshops
during June 2016 - lead by the owner of the NMAC Corporation, May Rosas, an elder of the
local Wardaman/Dagoman peoples.
May Rosas will assist students by traveling to Melbourne as a face-to-face cross-cultural
guest speaker as well as give explanation of manufacturing set-up and capabilities. This
session will be recorded for the benefit of next year’s AD cohort’s ‘Open Boundaries’ project.
The Senior Advisor of Indigenous Communication and Engagement for RMIT’s Ngarara
Willim Centre: Kevin Moore, will likewise be of assistance to the students during research as
well as on the guest-speaker forum date.

NMAC’s workshop and surrounding
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Open Boundaries ‘Live’ in 2016

Open Boundaries will be handed out to RMIT’s AD furniture design students on the 15
February 2016. The two final year classes, about 35 students, will be able to choose their
project of preference. The time schedule of the three stages of the projects can be found on
the last page of both briefs.
Several times throughout the duration of ‘Open Boundaries’ the ‘action’ will be recorded with
the view of collecting highlights, interviews and processes worked through by the students to
create two YouTube clips. The YouTube clips will go ‘live’ in July 2016 and be used as:







On-line promotion of Associate Degree in Design (Furniture) and RMIT.
On-line tools established by students for future students.
RMIT Marketing department.
RMIT promotional material for use at Open Day.
Marketing tool for recruitment of new students (high schools, industry and
organisation bodies etc.).
Promotional tool for RMIT's Office of Dean Learning & Teaching and Ngarara
Willim Centre as well as NMCA and SACC.
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Student Outcome

Student objectives / learning outcome, apart from set requirements (see DS3 Course Guide
GRAP2383) would be that of working directly and indirectly with clients and industry as
‘Open Boundaries’ is designed as a WIL project.
The students would get an insight into ways we re-vision our future by:






Understanding the ways in which we consume resources and the impact of such
consumption.
Analysing the localities in which we live and the effect of how we choose to live.
Form opinion on how we give representation to our ideas of the future (and the past).
Making possible new ways of living by creating a stronger and more viable
relation/ownership between consumer and object – and thereby prolonging the lifespan of item.
Investigating sustainable and environmental options / solutions in relation to products
end-of-life, materials, hardware and manufacturing methods.

As the two projects will run side by side scheduled class meetings are set for open
discussions of research, concepts developed and final presentation. This process will allow
students to learn from both project findings and outcomes simultaneously.
Linkages:
1. Further same-topic discussions can be had and project outcome evaluated by AD
learners as RMIT Product Design students (some 50 additional students) are to cross
over and use content and contacts made during LTfS ‘Open Boundaries’ planning.
Guest speaker sessions will therefore be shared.
2. Interaction and discussions to validate the project outcome with Vocational Business
students in regards to business plan writing for The Big Idea.
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Conclusion

The LTfS Fellowship has allowed for several different angles of sustainability to be
investigated and implemented into the teachings of the AD Design (Furniture) as well as
Product Design course – almost 90 students and teachers.
‘Open Boundaries’ will open up for much interaction, problem solving and debate between
student cohort groups, clients and industry stakeholders. The project will benefit not only
RMIT students but directly change peoples’ lives once the project outcome has been applied
/ realised by participating industry members for their clients.
The budget set for ‘Open Boundaries’ allowed for:







Material for prototyping and manufacturing of final products.
Creation of innovative course resources.
Travel to create strong connections between RMIT and industry stakeholders.
Guest speakers and face-to-face teachings by external experts (including
refreshments).
Viable workshop set-up for clients – to be used over several years of ‘Open
Boundaries’ projects.
Wage for Mette Stryhn whilst working on LTfS projects.
See attached: Open Boundaries Tracking Budget Sheet.

‘Open Boundaries’ student projects will commence in February 2016.
As the project comes to a close in June 2016 a questionnaire will be filled in by participating
students in regards to their course experiences and learning outcomes throughout the
assignment.
The questionnaire result will help create a continuous improvement approach to Learning
and Teaching for Sustainability in 2017 onwards.

Diganbal Designs
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Open Boundaries
Sustainable furniture solutions for
Indigenous communities / organisation
Design Studies 3, GRAP 2383
WIL project between NMAC and RMIT
Project start: 15/16 Feb. Project finish: 30/31 May

Project’s relation to Design Studies 3
This brief opens up the political, social, historical and philosophical underpinnings of the Furniture
Design discipline in a sustainable context – and can be described as a socially responsible design brief.
Sustainability, in this scenario, is concerned with the ways we re-vision our future;







It is about addressing an economic, environmental, cultural and
workable outcome by researching and addressing the injustices
within each of those.
It is about making possible new ways of living and working in the
face of rapid environmental and technological change.
It is about understanding the ways in which we consume resources,
and the impacts of such consumption.
It is about the localities in which we live and the effects of how we
choose to live.
It is about how we give representation to our ideas of the future
(and the past).
Extract from Course Guide part A, GRAP2383 Design Studies 3

Project will be carried out in four stages:
1. A comprehensive research report - group work.
2. Concept generation - individual work.
3. Selection of one concept from each group to be technically resolved
and documented - group work.
4. Trail testing and model/muck-up making in workshop - group work
Participants include:




RMIT, AD2 in Design (Furniture), VIC
Ngaigu-Mulu / Diganbal Designs, N.T.
Ngarara Willim Centre at RMIT

1
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Project object outcome
Your task is to design a ‘seating object’ manufactured according to research report and design
restrictions.

The participants:

Ngaigu-Mulu Aboriginal Corporation

Diganbal Designs
About
The Ngaigu-Mulu Aboriginal Corporation (NMAC) is based in Katherine NT, and is dedicated to
preserving and promoting the local indigenous knowledge through its cross-cultural training programs
and Diganbal Designs that showcase local Indigenous art and design.
Ngaigu Mulu Aboriginal Corporation focus on Indigenous training and employment through the
development of an Aboriginal owned and Aboriginal managed organisation. The Corporation is building
a business for Indigenous people by Indigenous people, through training for ongoing real job
opportunities.
The Corporation is run by May Rosas, an elder of the local Wardaman/Dagoman people. She delivers
the training programs as well as being a renowned local artist in her own right.
May’s art is unique and the beautiful and unusual glass pieces and paintings showcased in Diganbal
Designs are sought after by corporations and tourists from across the Globe.
Extract from http://www.diganbal.com.au
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Project outline
NOTE:




NMAC in Katherine offers up to 12 project objects.
Workshop is available with hand-tool only – see tool list.
Material will be solid hardwood or pine 90 x 18mm.

None of the makers have ever read technical drawings and numeracy skills are very low.

Part 1. Research ‘Report’ (group work)
Class will be divided into groups. Each group is to outline their proposed research in discussion with
teacher during class.
Research Report should critically investigate and analyse the local community in regards to:






History
Culture
Political issues
Social aspect of daily life
Sustainable, responsible and/or ethical arguments relating to materials and
possible manufacturing methods resulting in a cradle to cradle approach.

The report/ppt./poster is to be presented in a format that can easily be shared and critically evaluated
at student ‘research finding’ meeting on 29 Feb / 1 Mar.

Part 2. Concept development and selection (individual work)
 In class concept development according to research findings.
 Each group is to put forward one concept per member for debated – and one concept only
chosen from the group to be carried further into production.
Hint; from previous similar projects, best concept outcome has been achieved by combined group
work – where 2-4 concepts were worked and agreed upon by all group members.
 All technical documentation needed for chosen concept should be developed - ready for test
and trailing during Design Studies 3 Workshop classes.
Design restrictions
 AD2 students fully developed furniture designs are to be made by the end-users themselves.
Hint; each group are to research materials, manufacturing facilities and capabilities of the
maker(s) to overcome potential ‘road-blocks’.
 The objects are to be useful both in and outdoors.
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To empower the maker with ownership of manufactured item, each group are to discuss and
incorporate some artistic license for the maker(s) – i.e. design space for maker’s own choice of
carving, drawing, insert of object etc.



The item should be able to be manufactured and ‘decorated’ in no more than 25 hours (perhaps
half time for each process!).
Tools available for persons manufacturing: see tool list.
Material and hardware cost of each furniture item cannot exceed: $ 65
The furniture items can be made from:
 Solid timber – Hardwood/pine 90x18mm
 Hardware – very minimal





Ownership
Intellectual Property, copy right and royalties does not exist within this project. Open Boundaries is a
project of research, learning, applying and sharing only.

Part 3. Choice of concept and technical resolutions (group work)
 During class presentation 21 / 22 Mar, each group’s concepts will be exhibited in a 2D format,
class to critically evaluate to select one only from each group.
 All needed technical details/drawings to be finalised.

Part 4. Trail testing and model/muck-up making in workshop (group work)
 During DS3 workshop classes chosen concepts are to be trailed and tested in a 1:1 format.
 Photo documentation to be made as potential instructions for manufacturing of object.
 Project details needed for manufacturing to be ‘packaged’ ready for hand-over to participants in
N.T.
The more visual and simple the instructions are kept the better.

Part 5. Hand in Work Package:
 All technical specifications needed incl. material / hardware list and costs.
 Instructions booklet on ‘how to make this object’ incl. a step-by-step photo series or diagram.
Hint; this could also contain personal notations for a better/friendlier handover.
Above package is to be designed/handed-in in such a manner that it can be opened for assessment as
well as closed securely to be sent via mail to the makers in N.T.
NMAC will be running a workshop manufacturing your designs in June 2016.
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Tool list:
This Tool list represents the only tools available to the NMAC makers. This means each group may only
prototype using items from below list.

Further specifications can be obtained from MITRE 10’s catalogue.

















Steel hammer 20OZ
Drill cordless 18V battery
Drill hammer 1050W 13PC Accessory
Drill set metric 25PC 2007-M3
Jigsaw 750W Rockwell
Jigsaw blade No. B-10S
Saw 500mm hand & 300mm Tenon
Sander 1/3 sheet finish 190W BO3710X
Bench vice
Clamp Q/Action S/grip 600X120 (12 off)
Bit spade 5/16 inch 8mm P&N226B03125
Brad point drill bit 8mm
Dowel short 8mmX32mm pk50
Sandpaper: 60, 80 & 120
Linseed oil
Adhesive 4lt. aquadhere
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Project overview

Date
15 / 16 Feb
22 / 23 Feb
29 Feb / 1 Mar
3 Mar

7 / 8 Mar
(14) / 15 Mar
21 / 22 Mar
4 / 5 Apr
11 / 12 Apr
18 / 19 Apr
(25) / 26 Apr
2 / 3 May
9 / 10 May
16 / 17 May
23 / 24 May
30 / 31 May

Topic
Hand out and discussion of Open Boundaries Brief. Group division.
Research start
Project outline / time management between teacher and groups.
Research continue.

Student ‘research finding’ meeting and question gathering for next
week’s Cultural Training Course.
Cultural Training Course, guest speaker:
 May and Naomi Rosas, Ngaigu-Mulu Aboriginal
Corporation / Diganbal Designs, Katherine, N.T.
 Kevin Moore, Senior advisor of Indigenous Communication and
Engagement at RMIT’s Ngarra Willim Centre
Concept design according to research findings.
Concept designing
Concept presentation and selection.
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Group work on Final Specifications and Instruction booklet
Class presentation and hand in of Work Package

Open Boundaries project’s journey and final outcome will be documented by Kevin Francke for the
purpose of a promotional YouTube clip.
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Open Boundaries
Sustainable furniture solutions for
homeless and ‘newly settled’ in Melbourne
Design Studies 3, GRAP 2383
WIL project between Salvation Army’s Crisis Centre, Creative Oppertunities and RMIT
Project start: 15/16 Feb. Project finish: 30/31 May

Project’s relation to Design Studies 3
This brief opens up the political, social, historical and philosophical underpinnings of the Furniture
Design discipline in a sustainable context – and can be described as a socially responsible design brief.
Sustainability, in this scenario, is concerned with the ways we re-vision our future;







It is about addressing an economic, environmental, cultural and
workable outcome by researching and addressing the injustices
within each of those.
It is about making possible new ways of living and working in the
face of rapid environmental and technological change.
It is about understanding the ways in which we consume resources,
and the impacts of such consumption.
It is about the localities in which we live and the effects of how we
choose to live.
It is about how we give representation to our ideas of the future
(and the past).
Extract from Course Guide part A, GRAP2383 Design Studies 3

Project will be carried out in four stages:





A comprehensive research report - group work.
Concept generation - individual work.
Selection of one concept from each group to be technically resolved
and documented - group work.
Trail testing and model/muck-up making in workshop - group work






RMIT, AD2 in Design (Furniture), VIC
Salvation Army Crisis Service
The Big Issue
Creative Opportunities

Participants include:
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Project object outcome:

Designs of most needed furniture object for people moving into their first home after having
been homeless.

Introduction







On any given night 105,000 Australians are homeless, including 20,511 Victorians.
A quarter of those who are homeless are families with children and just under half (43%) are
under the age of 25.
62% of people are turned away from homeless services because there is no room for them.
Families are most likely to be turned away as they are the most difficult to accommodate.
Only 19% of people homeless on any given night stay in homeless services.
15% of homeless people sleep rough
Hanover, Housing-support-research / General Homelessness

This project will focus on the above highlighted categories.
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Background on participating organisations
1. Salvation Army Crisis services
Youth & Family Crisis Accommodation Program.
The Youth & Family Crisis Accommodation Program is an emergency accommodation facility
providing 24 hour supported accommodation for young people & couples aged 16 to 25 years
and families up to the age of 25 years.
Youth & Family Outreach Program
The Youth & Family Outreach Program is a housing and support service offering
accommodation, support and referral for young people with or without children aged 16 - 25
years wishing to reside in the Inner and Middle Southern region of Melbourne. The program
assists young people to access a range of accommodation options including emergency,
transitional and private rental.
Youth Private Rental Access Program
The YPRAP is designed to assist young people and young people with children who are linked
into a homelessness support service and wish to establish and/or maintain private rental as a
long term housing option.
http://www.salvationarmy.org.au/en/Find-Us/Victoria/
CrisisServices/Program-Information/Youth--Family-Services/

Each of the three programs could benefit from this project – but you are primarily to focus on the
Youth Private Rental Program.
The location aimed at would be Collingwood’s Magpie Nest Housing Project’ which will provide clients
with quality and safe accommodation at reduced rents.
The first trial phase of a joint initiative between the Collingwood Football Club Foundation and the
Salvation Army has, so far, seen the establishment of eight Magpie Nest houses now operating in
Melbourne with 24 beds.
http://www.collingwoodfc.com.au/news/2014-03-15/introducing-the-magpie-nest-housing-project
http://endhomelessnessnow.org.au/project/magpie-nest-housing-melbourne/

Tenancy setup costs through YPRAP
Provision of material assistance for the purchase of essential goods, removalists and storage that are
necessary for the success of the tenancy. This will be a one off payment provided to the Case
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Management service. It is designed to complement any funds accessed through HEF (Housing
Establishment Found) which remains the primary source for setup costs at a maximum of 50% of
approved grant amount = $1000.
Depending on the individuals needs this grant could cover any reasonable item in a household from
kitchen utensils to towels, white goods and furniture. On average around 65% (or around $650) are used
for furniture.

Below list outlines furniture items that could be covered by HEF grant:







Bed
Lounge chairs
Dining table and chairs
Television cabinet or stand
Chest of Drawers
Wardrobe (if there are no built-ins)

Mostly tenants will do their furniture purchases at Salvos or low budget stores but recently IKEA has
been the preferred place to shop (read: contemporary designs preferred).
The outcome of this Open Boundaries project will be presented for discussion at Salvation Army’s Youth
and Family Services’ quarterly Private Rental Access Worker's Network (PRAWN) meeting in Sunshine
(date/time to be confirmed) as well as to key persons within Salvation Army’s Crises Centre in St. Kilda

2. The Big Issue
The Big Issue is an independent, non-for-profit organisation that delivers solutions to help homeless,
marginalised and disadvantaged people to positively change their lives.
The big Issue is set up to run social enterprises creating employment for people who are unable to
access mainstream jobs. These enterprises operate much like traditional businesses, except all revenue
is put back into the enterprises for the benefit of the individual involved and broader community.

Other social enterprises include:
 The Big Issue magazine
 Women's Subscription Enterprise
 The Big Issue Classroom.
 Community Street Soccer Program and
 The Big Idea, a national competition for university students.
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The Big Idea is a social enterprise planning competition between students at participating universities.
The Big Idea invites students to develop a concept and business plan for a social enterprise that might
become the next ‘Big Issue’.
This project will aim at using ‘The big Idea’ as a template and work in- or directly with RMIT’s College
of Business.

3. Creative Opportunity
Creative Opportunities is an Australian Disability Enterprise within the Salvation Army. The mission is to
secure meaningful employment and training opportunities for people with disabilities through the
development of a viable and sustainable community business.
CO is situated in Brunswick and manufactures timber products, furniture components, furniture
assembly, specialised timber packaging and various other packaging processes.
The outcome of this project should be designed so that it would potentially be possible for Creative
Opportunities to manufacture the items.

Project outline
Part 1. Research ‘Report’ (group work)
Class will be divided into groups. Each group is to outline their proposed research in discussion with
teacher during class.
Research Report should critically investigate and analyse the homeless situation/community as well as
organisations involved in regards to:






History
Culture
Political issues
Social aspect of daily life for a homeless person
Sustainable, responsible and/or ethical arguments relating to materials and
possible manufacturing methods resulting in a cradle to cradle approach.

The report/ppt./poster is to be presented in a format that can easily be shared and critically evaluated
at student ‘research finding’ meeting on 29 Feb /1 Mar.
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Part 2. Concept development and selection (individual work)
 In class concept development according to research findings.
 Each group is to put forward one concept per member for debated – and one concept only
chosen from the group to be carried further into production.
Hint; from previous similar projects, best concept outcome has been achieved by combined group
work – where 2-4 concepts were worked and agreed upon by all group members.
 All technical documentation needed for chosen concept should be developed by each group ready for test and trailing during Design Studies 3 Workshop classes.
Design restrictions
 AD2 students fully developed furniture designs are to be able to be made by sourced CNC
businesses and finished/part assembled by Creative Opportunities.
Hint; this means that each group will have to research materials, manufacturing facilities and
capabilities of maker(s) to overcome potential ‘road-blocks’.
 The objects are to be versatile and designed in a simple contemporary style.
 Each group is to discuss options of empowering the end-user with a feeling of ownership; i.e.
final assembly manual (IKEA style) as well as how chosen solution can reduce the impacts on
overall product cost.
 Tools available for manufacturing:
 CNC
 Tools, machinery and finishing capabilities at
Creative Opportunities.



Material and labor cost of each furniture item are to reflect research findings.
The furniture items can be made from:
 Hoop Pine Ply A/C 16mm
 Minimum hardware
Ownership
Intellectual Property, copy right and royalties does not exist within this project. Open Boundaries is a
project of research, learning, applying and sharing only.

Part 3. Choice of concept and technical resolutions (group work)
 During class presentation 21 / 22 March, each group’s concepts will be exhibited in a 2D format,
class to critically evaluate to select one only from each group.
 All needed technical details/drawings to be finalised.
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Part 4. Trail testing and model/muck-up making in workshop (group work)
 During DS3 workshop classes the chosen concept is to be trailed and tested in a 1:1 format.
 Photo pamphlet documentation to be made as potential instructions for manufacturing of
object.
 Technical drawings needed for manufacturing, along with above, to be ‘packaged’ ready for
hand-over to participants at Creative Opportunities. The simpler the instructions are kept the
better.

Part 5. Hand in Work Package:
 All technical specifications needed incl. material / hardware list and estimated costs.
 Instructions booklet on ‘how to manufacture this object’ incl. step-by-step photo series or
diagram.
Hint; this could also contain more personal notes for a better/friendlier handover.
 Final outcome of how to make the end-user feel ‘ownership’ of product(s).
All of the above should be packaged in such a manner that it can be opened for assessment as well as
closed securely and sent via post to the makers at Creative Opportunity and the Salvation Army’s Crises
Centre.
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Project Overview
Date
15 / 16 Feb
22 / 23 Feb
29 Feb / 1 Mar
3 Mar

7 / 8 Mar
(14) / 15 Mar
21 / 22 Mar
4 / 5 Apr
11 / 12 Apr
18 / 19 Apr
(25) / 26 Apr
2 / 3 May
9 / 10 May
16 / 17 May
23 / 24 May
30 / 31 May

Topic
Hand out and discussion of Open Boundaries Brief. Group division.
Research start
Project outline / time management between teacher and groups.
Research continue.

Student ‘research finding’ meeting and question gathering for next
week’s guest speakers.
Guset speakers:
1. Associate Professor Chris Chamberlain, Director of Centre
for Applied Social Research, RMIT University – author of:
Homelessness in Melbourne, Confronting the Challenge
2. Rob Ellis, Manager - Youth & Family Services and The
Salvation Army Crisis Services, St. Kilda
3. Alex Straubinger, manager of Creative Opportunities,
Salvation Army, Brunswick
Concept design according to research findings.
Concept designing
Concept presentation and selection.
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Workshop trail and mock-up making
Group work on Final Specifications and Instruction booklets
Class presentation and hand in of Work Package

Open Boundaries project’s journey and final outcome will be documented by Kevin Francke for the
purpose of a promotional YouTube clip.
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Remaing Balance (excl. Mette
salary)
$ 0.66

LTfS Teaching Fellowship (IO 15601)
Date
31-Jul
7-Aug
21-Aug
21-Aug

Supplier name/Employee name
Coffee on Cardigan
CTConnections
CTConnections
CTConnections

GL Code
556380
554310
554300
554300

Expense Description
MEETING/SEMINAR/CATER EXP (NO FBT)
TRAVEL FARES - DOMESTIC
TRAVEL - AUST (EXPENSE)
TRAVEL - AUST (EXPENSE)

Total Amount On cost Total actual Amount
233.18
1
233.18
648.46
1
648.46
302.91
1
302.91
479.45
1
206.36

31-Aug CTConnections

554300 TRAVEL - AUST (EXPENSE)

493.33

1

493.33

2-Sep
4-Sep
4-Sep
14-Sep
25-Sep
25-Sep
30-Sep

554300
531300
556700
556780
531300
531300
556380

493.33
664.36
1500
51.82
1670
281.5
466

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

493.33
664.36
1500
51.82
1670
281.5
423.64

CTConnections
Cabinet Timber
May Rosas Payment
Mette Stryhn
Mitre 10
Matthew Timber
Woodside Green

TRAVEL - AUST (EXPENSE)
CONSUMABLE MATERIALS
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
GIFTS & GRATUITIES
CONSUMABLE MATERIALS
CONSUMABLE MATERIALS
MEETING/SEMINAR/CATER EXP (NO FBT)

Notes
Flight Ticket
Accommodation on 13.09.15 and 14.09.15
Accommodation on 12.09.15 and 15.09.15
Flight Ticket for May Rosas from 02.03.16 to
06.03.16
Guest speaker for AD2 Furniture
Flight Ticket for Naomi Rosas from 02.03.16 to
06.03.16
Guest speaker for AD2 Furniture
Timber order for
Guest Speaker
Frame for poster $57 invoice
Gift voucher-Mitre 10
clear pine
catering

Status

Not clear in SAP yet
Not clear in SAP yet, 206.36 in SAP?

400501082
400500851
400500851
400505190

Not clear in SAP yet

400503863

Not clear in SAP yet
POR to be processed on 04.09.15
invoice sent to FSG 30/9
Staff reimb
invoice sent to Michael Goss 9/10
PO req sent to FSG 30/9 invoice needed
invoice sent to Michael Goss 30/9

400503863
5000444718
400506869
400507448
5000445393
400507903

LTfS Open Boundaries

Open Boundaries task management

Week

13 -17
July

Project Planner
4. Homeless in Melbourne

Project related
contacts

1. ELP

2. Sunrise

3. APY TTC

e-mail re. next week's ph. Call

e-mail re. next week's ph. Call

e-mail re. next week's ph. Call

Jobs on Campus. Sent
application off

Questionnaire to Laura Egan

Questionnaire to Dale
Campbell

Questionnaire to
Mark Connelly

Laura Egan
Phone: 0406 351 508
Meet J. Westrup

20/7/15

Called Mark

21/7/15

Call Mark / emailed (again)

22/7/15

Bye tea product from Gulbarn

Received work from Nancy re. Meet N. Everingham
homelessness in Melbourne +
1:30pm

Call Dale

23/7/15

Finally spoke to Geoff

24/7/15

Suggesting to work with
Ngukurr community 400km
east of Katherine.

Meet Zoe 10:00

Comments

Involve Media students for endof-project animation.
TLfS Interim report
e-mailed Graphics and Media
re. potential student job
designing YouTube clip
Access to fund / Zoe (Tea, flight)

Alex Strubinger 10
Spoke to Creative
Kevin Francke is happy to create
Tinning St, Brunswick
Opportunities. Alex Strubinger
YouTube clip
(03) 9386 7611

25/7/15
Project discontinued as Mark
Connelly is uncontactable!

26/7/15

Cancelled: Jobs on campus open
ad.

27/7/15
Research and Brief writing

28/7/15
29/7/15
30/7/15
31/7/15

3. May Rosas and Ngaigu-Mulu
Aboriginal Corporation

1/8/15

Spoke to May Rosas who is
super interested.

2/8/15

Tea arrived. Own purchase.
Project discontinued. Distance
to Ngukurr is too great and I
will have no way of controlling
process or end result. It has
also been too difficult to get
staff to commit.

5/8/15

Quotes on Marine Ply and
Jarrah from Peter at Trade
Building Suppliers Darwin

6/8/15
7/8/15
8/8/15
9/8/15
10/8/15
11/8/15

May Rosas Westnet
may.rosas@westnet.
com.au

Questions sent to May
May to be guest speaker in Feb
2016
Answers received

3/8/15
4/8/15

e-mailed Salvation Army +
Brunswick church

Meet up with RMIT's
Ngarara Willim
Centre. Kevin Moore

e-mailed Chris Camberlaine

Chris Camberlaine (prof. RMIT)
to be guest speaker in Feb.
2016
Will split project into 1. People
who sleep rough 2. People
who has got their first home
again.

Meeting with ELP and Gulbarn
Tea owners here in Melbourne.
Letter to Dale and Geoff re end
of project (for now).

12/8/15

Meet ELP 1pm

Chris Camberlaine. Home: 9534
7075 / work: 9925 2956

Jude Westrup
meeting
Meeting with Robin + Kevin re
project sharing into Product
Design

13/8/15
May 's answers + date for
guest speaker: Fri 4 Mar '16.
Arrive 3 March, leave 6 March
16. Daughter to come?

14/8/15

Creative Opportunities
meeting

Tinging St. 10-12

Return ticket $656 now - around
$580 in purchased in Jan '16

Meet RMIT key
people 12 - 1pm

Vinita: 0430281085
RMIT Business

15/8/15
16/8/15
email Brendan Nottle. Salvos
Melb. Of the year '13 and
Lynette Jones. Brunswick head
of church.

17/8/15
18/8/15
19/8/15
20/8/15
21/8/15
22/8/15
23/8/15

Meeting with Vinity (business)
and Alexandra (ID) re. ELP
potential cross over work.

Creative Opportunities
meeting
Industry visit
Quote from TBS re. Ply board + CO sounds interested in part
Jarrah: $
taking

Meeting with Zoe re budget.
Competition:

LTfS Open Boundaries

24/8/15

Call Laure / ELP

25/8/15
26/8/15

Brief writing

Brief writing

27/8/15

Spoke to Laura. 15.09.15 is
locked in

Spoke to May. Meeting
14.09.15 locked in. Flight dates
to be confirmed by her
tomorrow.

Quote from Visy Cardboard
20(1200x2200)=$

http://thebigidea.org.au/wordp
ress/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/BigIdea-student-video-300x149.jpg

Quote on solid pine: $ m3

http://thebigidea.org.au/about/

Need to visit Lynette in
Brunswick Salvo's church!
Salvo's contact crisis Have problems ordering timber
centre in St. Kilda
from Darwin.
Meeting with Lisa Thompson /
The big issue comp.
Phone meeting with Vinita

28/8/15

Meeting with Zoe re. budget

29/8/15
30/8/15
2 x Tickets (May/Naomi)
pending approval
Email to Linda Stevenson for reSalvation Army Crises Centre
allocation of money to
email
purchase timber fro TBS
T&LfS Expo
Got $1000 from TLfS awarded
for use in 2016 (timber from
TBS)

31/8/15
1/9/15
2/9/15
3/9/15
4/9/15

Tickets OK'ed.

E-mail to Salvos Crises Centre

Final email to Chris
Camberlaine re guest speaker
Kevin re. cameras

Left message w. Sally Coutts
(s.a.crises) ph. 95367777

Prepare ppt. for
Wednesday
Prepare ppt. for
tomorrow

Meeting with Zoe and
andi.christian@rmit.edu.au
Quotes for catering

5/9/15
6/9/15
7/9/15
8/9/15
9/9/15

Meeting confirmed in
Katherine

11/9/15
12/9/15
13/9/15

18/9/15

We also hold quarterly Private Rental Access
Worker's Network (PRAWN) meetings in
Sunshine. Once the project is up and running
you are welcome to attend to discuss, for
future referrals.

Sally.Coutts@aus.salv
ationarmy.org

Research trip to Katherine N.T.
All day meeting with May
Rosas

14/9/15
15/9/15
16/9/15
17/9/15

Zoe's last day - all of budget
paid
Andi Christian / Zoe's takeover:
andi.christian@rmit.edu.au
Linda Stevenson - finance TLfS

Spoke to Laure - see beside re. Laura Difelice
Materials/hand tools/
Laura.Difelice@aus.s
founding for youth
alvationarmy.org
hardware order or gift voucher
accommodation.
Meeting confirmed in
Katherine

10/9/15

Sally.coutts@aus.salvationarmy.
org

Meeting with Laura / ELP
Rewrite brief!
Help in remote community re.
manufacture in:
nelson.burko@sunrise.org.au

Email to May re. payment

19/9/15
20/9/15
21/9/15

Call Laura to clarify community
and potential helper.

May re. talk on Laura's
community

22/9/15

Does it stop here - to be
continued in 2016?

Materials from Katherine
Mitre 10 - quote/gift cards

10:30am youth and family
services, 4b Upton Rd, St Kilda
( off Wellington St).

Meeting with Sally
Coutts & Rob Ellis
(see left)
Rob Ellis
Rob Ellis is happy to become a rob.ellis@aus.salvatio Several housings to be furnished
guest speaker in March
in Collingwood. Magy-nest!
narmy.org mob
0448 563 931

23/9/15
24/9/15
25/9/15

Meeting with finance re. May,
Mitre 10, students pine,
catering

26/9/15
27/9/15
28/9/15
29/9/15
30/9/15
1/10/15
14/1/16

Geoff has approved your money for
the timber next year, which will be
$1000 exc GST.
Linda Stevenson
<linda.stevenson@rmit.edu.au>

Graham Airey
99255473
Business Plan writing contact
graham.airey@rmit.e
emailed (see left)
du.au

Brief writing
Graham Airey has
been e-mailed but
NOT responded!

All guest speakers e-mailed for
confirmation

LTfS Open Boundaries

